Multivalued encodings constitute an interesting generalization of ordinary encodings in that they allow each source symbol be encoded by more than one codeword. In this paper the problem of decoding multivalued encodings is considered and three algorithms for constructing finite-state sequential decoders are provided.
Introduction
An encoding system is said to be multivalued if there may be two or more codewords corresponding to the same source symbol. In this paper the problem of existence and of construction of decoders for multivalued encodings is considered.
Multivalued encodings have been recently considered [2, 3, 8] . They seem to constitute an interesting generalization of ordinary codes. In particular, multivalued encodings appear very suitable for modeling transmission over noisy channels. As is well known, when a sequence of symbols is transmitted over a noisy channel, the output is not uniquely determined but can be any of a set of sequences, depending both on the transmitted sequence and the error pattern that has occurred. Notice that if the channel allows not only substitution errors but also deletion and insertion errors, the output sequences associated to an input sequence may have different lengths. Roughly speaking, the most general way to describe the behavior of a channel that suffers of insertion, deletion and substitution errors is to specify, for each input symbol, all the possible sequences that can occur at the output. This can be done by means of a multivalued encoding in which the set of codewords corresponding to a single source symbol represents the noisy version of the original encoding of that symbol. This approach, however, can be useful only if the set of sequences associated with each source symbol is not too large. Generally speaking, one can prevent this situation by ignoring all sequences having small probability of occurrence.
Since their introduction, researchers have tried to characterize properties of multivalued encodings using various approaches. The situation is complicated, and made interesting, by the fact that for multivalued encodings unique decipherability is not equivalent to unique decomposability (i.e., a code message might be parsed in two different ways, both giving the same deciphering in terms of source symbols). A similar situation arises in the recently considered multiset decipherable codes, introduced by Lempel in [7] , where every possible parsing of the message into codewords must yield the same multiset of codewords. Going back to multivalued encodings, we have that the nonequivalence between unique decomposability and unique decipherability implies directly that the extension to multivalued encodings of fundamental properties previously defined in the framework of ordinary encodings is not straightforward, neither does it appear possible to use the methods that have been successfully employed in the encoding case (see [5] for instance) to test whether a rnultivalued encoding possesses such properties. Nevertheless, several results have been obtained. Sato [5] gave a decision procedure to test whether a multivalued encoding has the property of being uniquely decipherable, Capocelli [2] characterized the property of decipherability with finite delay, Capocelli et al. [4] characterized the property of synchronizability. The above quoted papers left open the problem of the effective decoding of multivalued encodings. This is the problem we address in this paper. More specifically, we want to study the problem of the construction of decoders fer multivalued encodings. Generally speaking, we consider a decoder to be a finite-state machine that, having as input any code message /l, gives as output the source message that generated p, with an exception made for a finite terminal part of it. In this paper we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a multivalued encoding to admit of decoders. Moreover, we give three algorithms for constructing such decoders. The algorithms produce decoders exhibiting various properties that may be desirable to have in different situations. It is worth pointing out that, for ordinary encodings, our algorithms reduce essentially to those given by Levensthein in [6] .
Notations and definitions
Let X be a finite nonempty set and let X+ and X* be the free semigroup and the free monoid generated by X, respectively. We recall that the free semigroup X" denotes the set of all finite sequences of elements of X and that X+= x*-{A} =u,"=, X"; where 1 and X" denote the empty word and the nth concatenation of X with itself, respectively. We call the elements of X code symbols and the elements of X+ words. We denote by I(w) the length of words w, i.e., if w=xt . ..x., XiEX, then I(w)=m. Given WEX+, and p,s~X*, if ps= w then p is a prefix of w and s is a suffix of w. If p is a prefix of w we write w >p and if p f w we say that p is a proper prefix of w.
For any ZEX+ define
In words, Pref(Z) is the set of all prefixes of elements of Z, Prop(Z) is the set of all proper prefixes of elements of Z and Suf(Z) U {A} U Z gives the set of all suffixes of elements of Z. Let x E X and Z c X*. With Z -x we denote the set Z-x={y~X+/y=zxandz~Z};
and with x-' . Z we denote the set X -'*z= {yEx*lxyEz).
Given a finite set A of source symbols, a multivalued encoding is any mapping F:A ---,2x' from the source alphabet A into the set of all subsets of X+, denoted by 2x+. We assume that for each aeA the set F(a) is finite. In order to define the encoding of strings of source symbols, we expand the domain of F from A to A* in the following way: For each string of source symbols XE A*, F(x) denotes the set of all possible encodings of the string x. It is obvious that the above definition reduces to the definition of ordinary encoding when sets F(a) are singletons for each a EA. Moreover, denote by C the set of all codewords, i.e., C= UOEA F(a) and by C+ the set of all code messages, i.e. C+ = UXpA+ F(x).
Intuitively, the property of decipherability with finite delay assures the possibility of deciphering every code message sequentially, from left to right, with some delay. This implies that it is possible to start the decoding before the transmission ends. An immediate and quite informal definition of this property is the following: a multivalued encoding is decipherable with finite delay P if and only if the individuation in any message of P+ n initial consecutive codewords suffices to determine the first n symbols of the source sequence that generated the message. A more formal definition, in terms of generalized sequential machines, is the following: Definition 1. A multivalued encoding F is decipherable with finite delay P [2, 8] if P is the smallest integer for which the nondeterministic generalized sequential machine (gsm) M that implements F has an inverse machine M-' such that the connection M-'M of M and M-l in their initial state amounts to a delay machine with maximum delay P. A nondeterministic generalized sequential machine D is called a delay machine with maximum delay P if for any arbitrary input XE A+, I(X) > P, any associated output y is a prefix of X, with l(x)-I(y)= P.
The gsm in the above definition is a nondeterministic machine (see [l] ) which acts as an encoder, that is, associates to each string x of source symbols one of the possible encodings contained in F(x). Conversely, the inverse machine M-' corresponds to a decoder, and this correspondence will be fully analyzed in Section 4.
A preliminary result
In this section we will provide an. auxiliary result that will be needed in the proof of the correctness of our algorithms. To this aim let us introduce the following definitions. Let there be given a multivalued encoding F:A +2X+. Define the where
The following key result holds, whose proof is given in Appendix A.
Lemma 1. For any /3~Pref(C'), for any brzX such that /3bePref(C') the foil0 wing results hold:
The following example illustrates the above introduced concepts.
Example 1. Let A = (0, l> be the set of source symbols, X= (a, b,c,d) be the set of code symbols and C= {aa,aab, bb, bbc,cd) be the set of codewords. Let the multivalued encoding F be defined by
Consider aa E Pref(C '); aa has two decompositions, one given by the codeword aa and the other given by the prefix aa of the codeword aab. Both decompositions give the same deciphering, namely 0. It follows that
G(aa) = 0 and H(aa) = ((A), (b}).
If we consider G( (1}, (b) ) we obtain, by definition
On the other hand, aabrz Pref(C+) has two decompositions, one given by the codeword aa followed by the prefix b of codeword bb and the other given by the codeword aab. Both decompositions give the same deciphering 0. It follows that
G(aab) = 0 and H(aab) = ({b,A),o).

Notice that
G(aab) = G(aa)G(H(aa), b), H(aab) = H(H(aa), b).
Construction of decoders of multivalued encodings
In this section we shall develop three algorithms for the construction of sequential decoders for multivalued encodings. Let us first state the formal definition of a decoder.
Let D= (S,so,X,A,f,g) be a (deterministic) finite sequential machine, where Notice that our definition of sequential machine is substantially equivalent to that of finite transducer, as defined in [l] . 
(3)
The smallest number C such that (3) holds will be called the (decoding) delay of the decoder D.
In words, the meaning of the above definition is the following: the machine D is a decoder with delay t if and only if, having as input k codewords followed by at least t other codewords, D is able to decode at least the first k codewords, leaving undeciphered at most t terminal codewords. The following lemma says that D is a decoder for the multivalued encoding F if and only if D is an inverse machine for the nondeterministic gsm M that implements F. 
That is, for any ZEA+, l(z)> T, the output of the machine M-'M with M and M-' in their initial states is a prefix y of z with Z(z)-I(y)~r. It follows that M-'M is a delay machine with delay 7.
Conversely, let us assume M-'M is a delay machine with delay r. By definition, any output y associated with an arbitrary input z = ai, . . . ,k a-aEA+, aEAT, has ai, . . . aik as prefix. One gets that ai, . . . aik is a prefix of the output of M-' associated to any encoding of z that enters M-'. It follows that M-' is a decoder for F. Cl
From the definition of decipherability delay of a multivalued encoding and from Lemma 2 one gets the following: Corollary 1. The decipherabihty delay P of a multivalued encoding F is given by P = min(r i 7 is the decoding delay of a decoder for F), where the minimization takes place over all decoders for F.
We are left with the problem of the effective construction of decoders for multivalued encodings. The following theorem (the sufficient part) will provide three algorithms for designing sequential decoders for multivalued encodings. We also remark that conditions expressed in Theorem 1 are necessary and sufficient conditions for a multivalued encoding to have finite decipherability delay. 
The smallest number t such that (4) holds is equal to the decipherability deIay of F.
Proof. Necessity. We shall first provide that for any decoder D=(.!&,X,A,f,g)
for F one has that V/~E Pref(C+) G(P) r g(sc, /I). (3 Indeed, assume that (5) Having proved (9, the necessity of (4) follows immediately from the definition of a decoder and from (5).
Sufficiency. Let us assume (4) true. We shall provide three algorithms to construct decoders for F with minimum decoding delay. By Corollary 1, the decoding delay of the decoders coincides with the decipherability delay P of F. Let us notice that the above definitions are consistent. Indeed, if (~~~~1, b) E SxX, 6) gives g(qY_Zjr ) b GA*, whereas (7), together with (b), gives f(~~~~), b)ES. We shall show that D is a decoder with decoding delay equal to the decipherability delay P of the multivalued encoding F. To this aim, because of (4), it is sufficient to show that
We shall prove the formula (8) Let us now assume that (8) and (9) hold for all fl~Pref(C+), I(P)=n. We shall prove that they hold also for all j?=/.lb E Pref(C+), I(/3) = n, 6 E X and i(B> = n + 1. By Lemma 2 one has and then (9) follows. Moreover, g&o, B, = &so, B@ = &o, P)df(so, P), b)
which proves (8) .
From (5) and (8) one gets that the decoding delay of the decoder built according to the above described method is minimum with respect to all decoders for F. From Corollary 1 it follows that our algorithm produces decoders with decoding delay equal to the decipherability delay of the multivalued encoding It is easily seen that & decodes every message with minimum delay. It is also possible to show that the size of S is smaller than or equal to the size of St which, in turn, is smaller than or equal to the size of S,. Cl has decipherability delay 1. The decoders for F constructed according the first, second and third method are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3 , respectively. 
Conclusions
In this paper three algorithms for constructing minimum delay sequential decoders for multivalued encodings have been presented. The algorithms produce decoders exhibiting various features. In particular, decoders obtained according to the second and third method output, at each transition, either a single letter or the empty word; whereas decoders obtained according to the first method may output words of greater and unpredictable lengths. In addition, a decoder built according to the third method has the following property: if x is the output of the decoder corresponding to an input message /3 and y is the longest deciphering of /l, then I(y) -1(x) is constant and equal to P. This property resembles a sort of "constant decipherability delay" of the decoder. These useful properties are obtained at the expense of some increase in the number of states of the decoders. For instance, decoders considered in Example 2 have 10, 13,23 states, respectively. It should also be remarked that, in case of ordinary codes, our decoders behave essentially as the ones considered by Levensthein in (61. 
By defintion of Y and Z one has that
Cri is a suffix Of cTi+r, i= 1,2...,n-1, yj is a prefix of Yj+l, j= 1,2 ,..., m-l. B.6) where N is the cardinality of X. In a similar way it is possible to show that (B.6) holds for sets Ml and Mz, too.
